With this issue I have completed the first prosperous year as Editor in Chief for the Scandinavian Journal of Public Health. Thanks to prompt and excellent assessments from our reviewers, and swift revisions by our writers, it has been possible to shorten the time from submission to publication significantly. In this issue all papers were completed no longer than three months before being put into the publication line. Consequently the flow of submissions has increased.
The Scandinavian Journal of Public Health traditionally relies on external experts for the peer review. For this effort there is no reimbursement. The journal has no other means to compensate the reviewers, nor has the journal any means to force researchers and experts to accept the task as a reviewer. The community of public health researchers in the Nordic countries owe a lot to the generous unpaid work done by our reviewers.
However, quite often, the editorial office needs to approach a large number of experts to find a reviewer; sometimes as many as 12-15. Each cycle with invitation -negative answer -new invitation etc takes time, and this is the major obstacle to a more rapid publication procedure.
This dilemma can be solved in two ways. One is the principle of fees from writers to have the submission assessed, and a reimbursement to the reviewers; a method used by many other journals. The other solution is a generous acceptance of the task to review among researchers in public health in the Nordic countries. The editorial office finds it remarkable that a number of the leading academics have their names on numerous submissions but never accept to review others' submissions. In order to speed up the process, we are no longer approaching people on the "declining list". If this trend continuous to expand, fees for reviews will be necessary.
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